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Photo: ‘Escape to this’ performed by acta Advance, 2009
‘If our artistic life as a society is only in the hands of Hollywood, media companies and
professional theatre then it is inevitably narrower because it doesn’t include the
experiences of those on the margins of society’ Francois Matarrasso, speaking at COAST
International Festival of Community Theatre

1

Who we are

What we believe
acta uses the power of theatre to change people’s lives. We do this by involving people in
creating their own original plays and performance projects. Our unique ability to actively
involve the hardest to reach sections of society is universally admired and respected.
We believe that theatre belongs to everyone, and everyone has a story to tell. Their voices are
often not heard, so acta creates a place where everyone’s story matters, where individual
opinions and experiences count, and are valued by others.

What we do
We create a range of projects where people can get involved in making arts and theatre,
including a network of theatre groups which meet weekly in neighbourhoods across the city. All
groups are open to everyone; you don’t have to audition, or pay for the service. Group members
develop life skills through theatre improvisation and role-play. They go on to create original
plays based on their own ideas, experiences and imaginations, which they perform to new
audiences across the city.
We work with people on the margins of
society, where there is most need including:
•

•
•

Disadvantaged young people
predominantly young carers, young
people living in poverty, at risk of
offending
Isolated older people
Neighbourhoods, to bring people
together across generations and
cultures to build friendship, trust and
understanding

All acta groups are inclusive, and positively
encourage disabled and able-bodied people
to work together, and learn from each other.

Why our work matters

Photo: Young carers perform in play-in-a-week
project, 2012

It matters because people who are valued by others learn to value themselves. This in turn
builds their confidence, sense of self-worth, enables them to embrace new opportunities, and
improves their well-being and life prospects.
It matters because theatre is a universal language we all understand. It lies at the heart of all
communication and is used by people across the world as a means of expression, exploration
and storytelling. We all play roles, we all understand dialogue and can all get involved in some
way.
It matters because theatre needs people from all sections of community, keeping work fresh,
bringing in new ideas, influences, cultures.

It matters because it enables those on the margins of society to make friends, develop social
networks, acquire new skills and experiences, and broaden their horizons. They are then able to
make informed choices about education, training and future progression through links to
creative industries.
‘Once you have had the confidence to walk out onto a stage in front of an audience, you’ve got
the confidence to do anything’ Sam Parker, participant.

Why acta?
‘acta belongs among the foremost community arts companies in Europe….. and is a crucial factor
in the further development of community arts in Europe’
Dr. Eugene van Erven, Senior Lecturer in Theatre at Utrecht University
In 2011-12, acta worked with nearly 1000 participants, delivered 750 workshops, created 16
shows with a total 38 performances, and attracted 3000 audience members, over 80% of which
were new to theatre-going.

Photo: Audience at ‘We Have Overcome’, performed at the COAST festival, 2012
acta has over 25 years’ experience in transforming people’s lives through community theatre.
We are recognised as a leading company nationally and internationally, by peer organisations,
academic institutions. Most importantly for us, 90% of participants and audiences rate our work
as excellent, with a further 8% rating it as good.

3.

Summary

acta has developed this business plan following a period of organisational development, (to Sept
2012) responding to current economic challenges, and aiming towards creating a sustainable
future for the company.
acta has created a new company structure, a new approach to income generation, a new artistic
focus and a raft of new projects and initiatives.
The key elements are:
acta Foundation – This is a new approach to delivering acta’s work, offering work-based learning
to the young people entering community theatre. This will increase the workforce, bring new
ideas into the company, make best use of core staff expertise and experience, and create the
next generation of community theatre practitioners. This strand of work will affect every part of
acta’s programme over at least the next five years.
Increased focus on community theatre: acta will be creating, producing and touring more
community theatre, creating a clearer artistic focus for the company. This will include the
continued development of the acta centre to create a bigger theatre and a new rehearsal space
so that we can have a busy local programme of workshops alongside the best national and
international community performances.
Enhanced Profile: new Marketing and Fundraising strategies have been put in place to improve
how acta communicates, raise the profile of the company, and to attract funding from a range of
new sources.

Ten Year Vision
By 2022, acta aims to be a thriving and sustainable company, with:
 a full local and city wide programme of youth and community theatre groups
 an annual programme of touring community theatre
 an extended and fully resourced building, including 130 seat theatre
 a core team augmented with new staff recruited from acta Foundation scheme
 training at the heart of the organisation
 a full programme of community theatre performance at acta centre
 a national and international reputation as a beacon for community theatre practice
 funding from a range of sources, including philanthropic giving, trading, grants

Key moments
2013
Intercultural festival/new youth theatre/international development
2014
Gasgirls community tour/Dialogue project/Get Together final year event
2015/16
30 years of acta year/ Dialogue project tours/ new extension and improvements
to building/international exchange event
2017-19
National Community Theatre Festival/new lottery funded project at local
level/large-scale Bristol-wide event
2020-22
35 years of acta/new artistic director/full programme of community theatre at
acta centre

4.

What we believe in

Photo: ‘We Have Overcome’ performed by the Malcolm X Elders at the COAST festival,
2012
acta’s programme of work is guided by the following core beliefs:
Access
Participation
Diversity
Quality

providing opportunities to create, engage with and enjoy the arts
active creative involvement in making original theatre and art
opportunities targeted at excluded communities
creating and producing art of the highest quality; providing the highest quality of
participant experience

Access
acta's work is:
Affordable – the sheer cost of much arts activity prevents large sections of the community from
accessing arts. acta will continue to offer opportunities for no cost, or low cost
Relevant and reflective– acta will create and present work which is relevant to and reflects the
lives and experiences of new audiences in diverse communities
Proactive – acta will specifically seek to involve individuals and communities which are on the
periphery of society
Participation
acta promotes active creative participation, involving participants at all levels of engagement,
providing a wide range of opportunities to use imagination, expertise, and to work with others.
Taking part in theatre has a positive social impact for individuals, using skills, building selfesteem, increasing employability. For communities acta projects provide opportunities for
people to work together for common aims across generations and cultures, building confidence,
pride of place and community cohesion
Diversity
The Creative case for diversity –
We target our work at sections of the community who have poor access to theatre. This is to the

benefit of the individuals and communities, but also to the development and health of culture in
UK. The arts needs people from all sections of community, keeping work fresh, bringing in new
ideas, influences, cultures. Over past 27 year acta has inspired and supported many people to
enter creative industries, some of them making a significant contribution to the cultural health
of the UK. These include poet Rommi Smith, choreographer Fleur Darkin, Novelist Matt Thorne,
Journalist Lia Leendertz.
Quality
acta is committed to achieving excellence in all areas of the organisation:
Process - acta has an international reputation for delivering high quality participatory projects,
and successfully engaging hard-to-reach and vulnerable groups in arts projects. The company
provides an existing team of highly skilled and committed arts facilitators and theatre makers.
Over the next 5 years acta will deploy this expertise to train a new generation of facilitators
through the Acta Foundation programme.
Collaboration - acta will continue to collaborate with well-respected organisations, artists and
theatre makers to develop and deliver high quality theatre and arts products.
Artistic output – Recent audience evaluation demonstrates that 97% of acta audiences rate
shows as excellent or good.

Photo: ‘Mother Iceheart’ performed by Advance, 2011

5.

The cycle of engagement

acta is committed to encouraging people to get involved in theatre, but we recognise that there
are significant barriers that prevent many social groups from doing so. In response to this
challenge, we have developed a successful system whereby different projects and initiatives link
together as a system provides opportunities for people to engage, develop and progress in
community theatre at a range of different levels.

community

theatre

development projects

primary contact projects

1. Primary contact
acta delivers a range of projects where large numbers of people can access arts for the first
time, mostly focussed around specific neighbourhoods. These projects can target specific groups
in these neighbourhoods, eg school children, older people. A current example is the Get
Together project acta is delivering in Bedminster, which will engage 400 local people of all
generations and cultures in participatory arts by 2015. Projects are aimed at developing
community cohesion, well-being.
2. Development projects
These are projects which provide on-going opportunities to develop skills through creating
theatre and arts, for specific individuals. This includes acta's youth theatre network, work with
young carers, refugees, asylum-seekers and migrants. An example is the Malcolm X Elders group,
older women from African Caribbean community who frequently work with acta to create new
theatre for their community.
3. Community theatre
Participants who wish to develop their skills further, and who are prepared to commit to a
greater level of involvement, can become part of acta's Community Touring strategy. This
project engages experienced acta community performers to devise and tour high quality,
original, relevant and affordable theatre to disadvantaged areas where there is no access to, or
tradition of, theatre-going; developing a new audience for theatre.

As more people access theatre through this touring strategy, so they feel more comfortable in
accessing future opportunities to engage with other acta Primary Contact projects in their
neighbourhood, thus bringing them into the cycle of engagement.
This process ensures a fluidity of participation, with participants moving through acta, accessing
other arts opportunities.

6.

2012 -15 Programme in detail

6.1. acta Foundation

Photo: Theatre make-up workshop, 2009

acta Foundation is an initiative which will underpin, and impact on, every part of acta, with the
creation of new opportunities for work-placed learning for young people wishing to make a
career in community theatre. The initiative will create two to three new posts, fixed term for
one or two years, and will be paid at a minimum wage (£14-15,000 pa).
The initiative is planned to start in September 2013, with a series of pilots September 2012 to
July 2013.
acta Foundation is focused on:
•

Making best use of the skills and experience of existing acta staff, by mentoring a new
generation of workers

•

Giving employment opportunities to young people, newly trained, or with relevant
experience, who have the potential to contribute to acta’s work, either in short or long
term

•

Bringing in new ideas and energy to enhance acta’s work

•

Creating a new and effective pathway into Community Theatre practice, generating and
supporting the whole sector for the future.

The acta Foundation programme will also develop a strand for debate and exploration of
community theatre practice and principles, building on the success of acta’s COAST international
cooperation project. acta will host an on-going series of seminars and discussions, bringing in
key thinkers and exponents of community theatre to engage in sector-wide debate, including
Francois Matarrasso, Dr Eugene van Erven.
Timetable
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15
2014-17

Pilots for acta Foundation with employment opportunities on existing
programme; identify and secure funding
acta Foundation programme begins (Sept 13) with 2/3 new workers recruited
acta Foundation continues, recruitment for next tranche of workers
acta Foundation continues

6.2. Primary contact projects
‘acta has continued to deliver high quality, creative and innovative services to residents of
Lawrence Weston for over 20 years.’ Helen Bone, Vivid Regeneration
acta will continue to deliver open access projects targeted at disadvantaged communities which
have little access to theatre.

6.2.1

Get Together

Get Together is a four year programme of
intergenerational and intercultural arts in acta's local
area funded by the Big Lottery Reaching Communities
fund. By 2015, the project will engage 375 people of
all ages and cultures from Bedminster and St Mary
Redcliffe in a range of community theatre and arts
projects aimed at improving community cohesion,
promoting understanding, and reducing social
isolation. The programme is particularly targeted at
vulnerable young people, isolated older people and
people from migrant, refugee and asylum-seeking
families.

Photo: Legends in Light lantern procession, 2011

The programme includes on-going weekly sessions for older people, young people and an
integrated community theatre group; small-scale and large scale events in each year; courses;
productions. Focus projects for each year are:
2012-13

2013-14
2014-15

Tell Me a story - intergenerational project, with isolated older people and
schools
1963 - intergenerational multimedia interpretation, 50 years on from pivotal
year
St Mary Redcliffe community celebration – children and families share stories
from homelands
Intercultural Festival – performance, food, music from all sectors of local
community
Bedminster play – large scale event celebrating past and present of local area

The first phase of Get Together ends in Summer 2015, and acta will be consulting with local
people to determine the future of the initiative beyond this date.

6.2.2

Open Circle

Open Circle is an innovative
project providing access to
arts at an early stage for
children, and re-connecting
adults with creativity through
arts-based play, through
weekly informal learning
opportunities for family
groups across the city. The
project is funded through Big
Lottery Family Learning Fund.
Currently, three weekly
groups take place in North 1,
and two in Bedminster.

Photo: Open Circle workshop at Avon Primary School
The project has already reached its target of engaging 200 people, and self-evaluation by
participants indicates a positive impact on children and parents alike. Open Circle is led by acta
core team members working with freelance artists. The project is due to close in Summer 2013.
6.2.3 Future Primary Contact projects
It is essential for the health of acta that we continue to provide multiple opportunities to get
involved in our work. To that end, acta will primarily focus on these two projects over the next
three years, but is committed to develop a new neighbourhood level project by 2015;
potentially an extension of Get Together, or working in a new geographical area.

6.3. Development projects
We will continue to provide on-going weekly activities for all ages, to develop skills, promote
social interaction, and create new theatre. Participants in these projects will develop a longer
term relationship with acta, and may move on to be part of the Touring Community Theatre
project.
6.3.1

Young people

‘I just wanted to say thank you for all you’ve done for Josh… his drama means so much to him.
You and the group gave Josh back his confidence, so thank you for making one little boy a very
happy little boy.’ Julie ( Mother)

Photo: ‘The Mum’s Wish’ performed by Bedminster Kids youth theatre, 2012
Work with young people is a central part of our programme, and we particularly focus on young
people with the greatest needs, including young carers, and young people who are NEET, have
mental health needs, are socially isolated, disabled, or living in poverty.
All youth theatre groups:
 are open access, with no auditions and free
 meet weekly throughout the year
 develop theatre skills; improvisation
 devise and perform new plays based on their own ideas and imaginations
 are involved in decision-making
Through involvement, young people:
 develop appreciation of the arts
 improve self-confidence, self-esteem, communication skills
 make friends and develop social networks
 acquire new skills, experiences and broaden horizons
 are able to make informed choices about education, training and future progression
through links to creative industries

Over the next three years the company will continue to support a weekly youth theatre network:
 Young carers aged 10-15
 Two groups in Bedminster for 8-13 years
 Young adults 16-25
From September 2013, acta plans to begin new youth theatre projects in Lawrence Weston.
In addition, there will be a range of after-schools projects for primary age children, in-school
projects, and additional short-term projects for young carers.
Responding to current youth unemployment figures, acta will look to a new initiative to provide
theatre-based projects for unemployed, NEET young people leading to schools-based touring
shows.
Short-term and after-school projects
acta will add to its weekly provison of youth theatre by creating a series of small scale, issuebased projects targeted at specific neighbourhoods, communities of interest, and schools. The
company will both initiate projects and respond to need.
Youth arts awards
acta has to date assisted vulnerable young people to gain 131 Youth Arts Awards. We will be
seeking funding to ensure that this support can continue in future years.

6.3.2

My Generation

‘The residents at Blaise Weston Court have benefitted greatly from the contact with the younger
generation, it brings them alive and makes them feel useful once more. We are working hard to
bridge the gap between generations and acta have helped tremendously with this bringing
children and families into the scheme, mixing with the elderly in a nice environment.’ Sue Appoo,
Care Manager, Blaise Weston Court, Lawrence Weston

Photo: ‘The Years Between’- An intergenerational project with residents at Blaise Weston
Court and acta’s Ldubbers youth theatre, 2012

Work with older people is one of our emerging priorities, with a range of intergenerational
projects grouped together under the My Generation banner. acta has funding from the Baring
Foundation to support work with older people in Bedminster and St Pauls until summer 2013.
This project engages older people to creation of arts projects which benefit the wider
community, thus valuing and celebrating older people for their contribution to community life.
Get Together
Intergenerational work with older people is a key part of this project – see above under Primary
contact
Malcolm X Elders Theatre Co are a key part of our work, and acta will continue to work with this
group to create new theatre and intergenerational projects:
2012-13 - schools tour of ‘We have overcome’, schools residency (spring 2013)
2013-14 - International exchange project , linked to Holland, Poland.
2014-15 – new touring show.

6.3.3 New Voices (Theatre with new communities)
acta will build on the success of our work with Somali and African Caribbean communities to
make new plays with migrant communities in Bristol, including a partnership with Bristol
Refugee Rights in 2012-13.

Photo: ‘Crossing Borders’ performed at the COAST festival, 2012

6.4. Community theatre
‘Community theatre is theatre that consciously seeks unheard stories and marginalised voices to
strengthen community through a shared experience of those stories’. Francois Matarrasso,
closing remarks, COAST Festival March 2012

Photo: Last Orders at the Phoenix, 2012
The next three years will see a greater focus on Community Theatre development, capitalising
on the success of the COAST International Festival of Community Theatre, and working to our
overall aim of raising the profile of the company's work over the next three years.
For acta, community theatre is defined as work that includes:
 Non-professional participants and professional theatre facilitators working together
 the creation of original work based on stories and ideas generated from communities
 theatre created and performed by non-professional community members
 creating theatre with a social relevance & impact
The company will focus on creating more high quality theatre, and increasing the number of
tours to local neighbourhoods, including family shows, schools tours and issue-based, adultoriented work.

6.4.1 Touring Community Theatre

Photo: Mother Iceheart performed by Advance, 2011
This area of acta’s work is as much concerned with audience development, as it is with
participation, creating new and relevant theatre, performing to new audiences in disadvantaged
areas of Bristol, thus building a new audience for theatre. We work with experienced acta
community performers to devise high quality, original, relevant and affordable theatre, and then
we take it to disadvantaged areas where there is no access to, or tradition of, theatre-going.
Through this initiative we are developing a new audience for theatre.
Artistically, we aim to explore and develop a ‘popular’ theatre which is:
Reflective - mirroring and examining contemporary culture
Accessible – welcoming, approachable, affordable
Challenging – tackling important issues and experimenting with different theatre techniques
acta will expand the community touring programme to devise and tour new shows during 201215; to include Goblin Silver, a show aimed at family audiences; Gas Girls, a new play about the
role of women in the Great War, and Dialogue, a series of plays addressing intergenerational
and intercultural interaction.
Further touring shows will be created by the new Young Adults group, with schools tours being
developed by a new daytime group from 2013.
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

Goblin Silver family show tour; young adults group begins;
Gas Girls tour; young adults family show at actacentre; new daytime
group begins
Dialogue project; 2-3 touring shows in this year

6.4.2 Develop actacentre as a theatre venue
Following extensive refurbishment in 2011, acta is planning to increase use of the actacentre ,
with a more developed programme of theatre and performance:
 Performances - acta will offer more in-house performances, promote other community
theatre and family performance, including touring shows from other national and
international community theatre companies
 Workshops – acta will maximise use of the actacentre during daytime and weekends,
providing space for theatre-based workshops for all ages, led by acta workers and other
theatre workshop leaders

A further development of the centre is planned for the period 2014-16, to provide extra
workshop/rehearsal and small performance space, in order to maximise the effectiveness of acta
to extend the programme of performances, without impacting on provision of regular
workshops and activities.

6.4.4

International community theatre

Photo: Zhong by Rotterdams Wijktheater performed at the COAST festival, 2012
acta will build on the tremendous success of the COAST project, with further international
cooperation projects during the next three years.
2012-13
2013-14
2014-15

International seminars in Berlin and Bielsko-Biala, COAST book and DVD
Elders project, linking Malcolm X Elders with performers in Holland and Poland;
international guests for seminar programme at actacentre
acta presents at ICAF festival in Rotterdam; new cooperation project

acta has built strong partnerships with companies in Europe, and will continue to be part of the
ongoing exploration and debate around the practical application of theatre in a social context;
through written material, lectures, seminars, practical demonstrations, hosting visiting
companies and thinkers.

7.

Management/governance

7.1
Council of Management
acta is managed by a Council of Management who are Directors of the Company and Trustees of
the Charity.
Graeme Riley – Chairperson – Youth work Consultant
Colin Clothier - Treasurer – retired Area Youth Officer
Alice Hunt – Vice Chair - therapist working in prisons
Katie McKeogh – Senior Development Manager, University of Bristol
Rita Rich – Student Support, Gateway School, Lawrence Weston.
Stephen Fenton – Director of Bristol-based marketing company
This Council has the commitment and expertise to be fully involved in the governance of the
company, contributing directly to our strength, effectiveness and accountability. Board members
are able to represent the company, take part in meetings and advise on a range of important
matters.
acta has 6 full board meetings per year, and there are more regular meetings and
communications with Senior Management Team and Board members in key areas: •
•
•
•
•

Finance – budgets and accounts
HR – incl. recruitment, job reviews
Equality & diversity
Health & safety
Fundraising strategy

Over the next three years acta will aim to maintain the strength and effectiveness of its Council
of Management, whilst seeking to recruit new members to augment the skills and knowledge of
the existing Board.
acta is committed to involving participants in the management of their projects. This is
incorporated as part of weekly meetings, but where appropriate, Steering Committees are
formed eg advisory group for Get Together.
Senior Management Team
acta’s SMT comprises the Artistic Director, with overall responsibility for company management,
artistic delivery, strategic planning and fundraising; and Executive Director, with responsibility for
programme delivery, line management of staff, marketing and financial management.

Photo: acta’s Artistic Director leads discussions at the COAST festival, 2012

7.2
New staffing structure
acta has developed it’s staffing structure to reflect the future vision and direction of the
company and to maximise potential sustainability. Significantly, this new structure adds new
posts: Fundraising Support Officer, acta Foundation Workers
Artistic Director – responsible for forward and strategic planning, fundraising, artistic overview,
lead on key artistic projects, artistic lead for acta Foundation
Executive Director – funder liaison, programme delivery, financial management, company
management, evaluation, marketing, organisational lead for acta Foundation
Associate Director (youth theatre) – artistic lead for young people’s projects, including pastoral
care and career development, learning mentor for acta Foundation
Associate Director (community theatre) – new post to work with adults, older people, refugees
and asylum-seekers, mentor for acta Foundation
Production Manager – lead on technical theatre, lighting and sound design, learning mentor for
acta Foundation
Fundraising Support Officer – assisting Artistic Director with major bids, lead on Major Gift
Strategy, new income sources, internet giving.
Programme Assistant – acta Foundation worker, admin and programme support.
acta Foundation Workers – 2 new theatre workers under the acta Foundation programme,
Caretaker – cleaning, key holder.

Continuing Professional Development
acta recognises the importance of keeping staff fresh and creative in order to best serve our
participants. To this end we will continue to invest in a programme of employee-centred training,
providing each staff member with training for their own personal development. In addition, acta
core and freelance staff will access the acta Foundation seminar programme (see above).
We will continue our programme of whole team training in important areas of operations:
(i)
Health & Safety – incl. child protection & vulnerable adults; first aid
(ii)
Cultural Diversity

This whole company-training programme also offers invaluable opportunities for team building
within the core staff.

7.3
Marketing and communications strategy
Raising the profile of the company is a key part of creating a sustainable future. The company
needs to develop its brand, image and profile. The company will:






create a new website which reflects the company's new sustainable business model
research and engage advocates to champion our vision and methods
identify and engage official patrons for the company
maximise the potential impact of past and existing participants through social
networking
build successful relationships with local and national media

A new marketing & communications strategy has been developed, at the heart of which is a new
acta website, making best use of the Company’s resources and emerging technologies to
communicate with existing & potential new supporters. The new website includes new
electronic box office and participant information, and links into both our fundraising, and
documentation & evaluation strategies. New electronic systems have been extended out across
Company operations, to include an electronic mailing list, and a review of all other aspects of
acta marketing has been undertaken; see appendix for further details.
In order to raise profile, acta will undertake to include in programme regular large-scale, public,
high impact projects:
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

COAST; 1963 project
Intercultural Festival
Gas Girls, Bedminster Community Celebration
Dialogue
National Festival of Community Theatre

Photo: Q & A with cast of ‘Down with the Dictator’ performed at the COAST festival,
2012

7.4

Fundraising strategy

acta has created a sustainable model encompassing a mixed economy of funding sources for the
company, and a fundraising strategy which builds on the existing strengths of the company,
whilst responding to internal and external change.
This strategy was developed and expanded during early 2012, as part of acta’s period of
organisational development. Although encompassing existing sources of funding for acta, the
plan will be specifically directed at raising new funds from private sources.
Over this period, acta will seek to increase the amount of donations to support company activity
from private sources, including charities and acta Foundations, individual donations, internet
giving. Currently the percentage of income from private sources is 14% of turnover, wholly from
Charities and Foundations, with none from individual philanthropy or other private sources. acta
will aim to increase funding share from private giving to 20% of turnover by 2015, and establish
new donor schemes for individual giving which will aim to generate between £5-10K by the end
of 2015.
This strategy has been hugely supported by attracting funding from the Arts Council England’s
Catalyst programme. This provides additional capacity in 2012-13, a new post of Funding
Support Officer, and match funding of £80,000 during the period 2013-15.
The 3 year period will establish key changes in acta's overall approach to its fundraising strategy,
with a view to long-term reduction of reliance on public sector and Lottery sources, and creating
a more mixed income portfolio.
Full fundraising strategy attached as appendix

7.5

Monitoring and Evaluation

Monitoring & evaluation systems
Workshop plans – facilitators complete a summary of aims & objectives for the session, and
evaluation afterwards of how it went / whether we achieved what we set out to do.
Monitoring stats spreadsheet for each project – includes aims / project outcomes – notes made
on how each workshop delivered achieved on project outcomes.
Documentation – photographic documentation is made for some workshops and all shows, and
enrolment systems collect necessary permissions to use images. All shows are documented on
film. Film documentaries of projects also made occasionally.
Participant monitoring systems




individual young people monitoring system – one to one interviews take place at
sessions 1, 6,18, 36, 60 & 90 – structured interview questions to monitor progress
against baseline, to set individual targets & milestones, discuss progression routes, and
note observations & evidence against project outcomes.
Baseline participant enrolment includes questions relating to individual expectations of
the project and individual personal information at point of engagement. This is collected
using a variety of methods at start of project (individual written forms and/or group

discussion), and then reviewed periodically through the project, including evaluation
session at end of each activity.
Audience monitoring & evaluation – Audience data will be collected electronically through the
box office booking system. Attendances will also be monitored by the front of house team. A
range of methods are used to collect audience feedback, including audience questionnaires for
some shows.
Organisational evaluation – The Company has introduced a “story capture” approach to
evaluation, in recognition of the value of collecting project experiences in participants’ own
words. Core team facilitators are supported to capture comments and evidence of progress at
every available opportunity.
Evaluation reports for funding bodies are prepared by the SMT, using all the information
collected through the systems outlined above, and additional information gathered through
management of the project e.g. project review meetings and visits to the project. Where
appropriate, and when funding allows, external evaluators are brought in to evaluate a project,
or to work on specific elements of a project.

7.6
Resources
acta is a well-resourced Company, with our own building, technical equipment, and an
experienced staff team. Funding from Reaching Communities has enabled the company to carry
out refurbishment of the meeting rooms, foyer and theatre spaces.
During 2013-15, acta will seek capital investment for the extension of the actacentre to create
new rehearsal, workshop and community space, maximising the potential of the centre both for
the local community, and for the ambition of the company to offer a broadened programme of
events and performance.

Photo: acta centre at night during the Legends in Light lantern procession, 2011
7.7
Policies
acta regularly reviews and updates key policies:

•
•
•
•
•

Equality & Diversity (& Diversity Action Plan)
Child Protection & Vulnerable Adults
Volunteer
Health & Safety
Marketing

